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INTRODUCTION 
Let (A, m) be an analytically unramified, Cohen-Macaulay local ring of 
dimension d~ 2, and let I be a parameter ideal for A. Assume that A/m is 
infinite. For an ideal J in A, J denotes the integral closure of J. 
It is well known that there exist uniquely determined integers 
~o(I) . . . . .  ed(l) such that 
lengthA(A/ l .+, )=Eo(1) (nd~_~l( i ) /n  + d- . l ,  d-- I  ) + ' ' ' - t - ( - l )aod( I )  
for all large n. We say that 
n + d -  
P( I 'n )=e~ d- I  1)+. . .+(_ l ) , /~d( / )  
is the normal IIilbert polynomial of L ~o(I) is a well-known number called 
the multiplicity of L i.e., ~o(1)=e(I)= lengthA(A/I) (e.g., [7]). 
The purpose of this note is to study ~(I), ~2(I), and ~3(7). Some of the 
properties of ~i(I) are reduced to the case d= 1 by considering the one- 
dimensional local ring associated with I, which we show in Section 1. More 
detailed studies of ~i(1)'s are based on the following theorem, which plays 
an important role throughout this note. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a system of generators x t,..., X d of I sztch that, 
if we put C=A(T)/(~ixiT i )  and J=IC, where A(T)=A[T], , t r ]  with 
T= ( T~ ..... Td) d huleterminates, then 
(1) J'--~ c~'A = I~ for every n>~0; 
(2) Y= ic; 
(3) J" = I'C "~- I'A(T)/(~4 x~T~) I ' -  IA(T) for all large n; 
(4) C is normal if A is analytically normal and dim A >1 3. 
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We prove this theorem in Section 2, and, as an application of this 
theorem, we have the following result on (~(I) and (2(I). 
THF.OREM 2. (1) ~t(I)--lengthA(//l) >~lengtha(IZ/ID, and the equality 
holds if and only/ f In+l = l'12 for every n>~O. 
(2 )  _~2(l)>~(t(1)-iengthA(i/I ), and the equality holds if and only if 
1" + 2 = 1,i z for ever), n >i O. 
Theorem 2 is proved in Section 3. Following [-I0], we call the number 
~t(1)- lengtha(i]I) the normal sectional genus of I and denote it by g~(1). 
As for ~3(I), we are able to show that 63(1)>i 0, but we do not have any 
characterization for 63(I) to be zero except for a special case; our result is 
the following theorem, which is proved in Section 4. 
THEOREM 3. (1) ~'3(I)/> 0, and if (3(I) = 0, then I n + z is contained in I" 
for ever)' n >i O. 
(2) Assume that A is Gorenstehl and [= m. Then ~3(I) =0 i f  and only 
if 1 ~ + z = i~i 2 for ever)' n >10. 
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIF.S 
Throughout this note all rings are commutative with identity. 
Let I be an ideal in a ring A. We denote by I the integral closure o f / ,  
i.e., i=  {x~A I x"+atx ' - l+  ... +a,=0 for some alel i}. We denote by 
R(A, I) the Rees ring A[It, t - t ]  of A with respect to /, where t is an 
indeterminate, and by R'(A, I) the integral closure of R(A, I) in A[t, t-t]; 
in other words R'(A, I )= Z ,  ~ z I~tn, where we put /"  = A if n ~< 0. Note here 
that if A is a local ring with the maximal ideal ,t  and I is a primary ideal 
associated to 111, then t - tA [ t , t - t ]+m+~,>oPtn  is the maximal 
homogneous ideal in R(A, I). 
Let (A, m) be a noetherian local ring of dimension d. We denote by A" 
the completion of A. For an A-module L of fnite length, lengtha(L ) will 
denote the length of L. Assume further that A is analytically unramified 
(i.e., A"  is reduced). For an m-primary ideal 1, it is known that R'(A, I) 
is a finite R( A, /)-module (cf. [11, 12]); hence lengthA(A//'+1) is a polyno- 
mial in n for all large n. Therefore there exist determined integers ~i(1), 
i= 0 ..... d, such that 
_ n+ (n+d- l )  . 
lengthA(A/ l~+t)=e~ d~ -e t ( I )  d - I  +"  +(-- l )ded(/ )  
for all large n. We denote by e(I) the multiplicity of I. By [7], e(1) = 6o(1). 
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Let R be a noetherian Z-graded ring. For a graded R-module L, we 
denote by .[L lt  (or simply, by L~ if no confusion occurs) the group of 
homogeneous elements of degree i, and for an integer , we define L(r) by 
shifting r places to the left, i.e., L(r)~ = Li+,. Let N be a homogeneous ideal 
in R. Then we denote by _H~,( ) the i th local cohomology functor for the 
ideal N in the category of graded R-modules. It is known that, if a graded 
R-module L is finitely generated, then _H~v(L ) = HI (L  ) and HomR(L, )= 
HomR(L, ) (see [2]). 
Finally, for an ideal I in a ring A, we denote lay V(I) the set of prime 
ideals P in A with P_ / ,  and we say that P is a prime divisor of I if 
P e AssA(A/I). 
1. ONE-DIMENSIONAL LOCAL RING ASSOCIATED WITH A PARAMETER IDEAL 
Throughout this section, we denote by (A, m) an analytically unramified, 
Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension d/> 2, and by I a paramter ideal 
for A, i.e., I is an m-primary ideal in A generated by d elements. 
We put R = R(A, I), R '= (A, I), and P= (t -~, m)R for simplicity. Since 
R/ t - IR  ~-(A/I)[XI, ..., Xa] (where XI ..... Xd are,indeterminates), P is a 
prime ideal with ht P= 1 and AssR(R/t-~R)= {P}. We put 
D=Re 
and 
D'=R'e.  
Since D/t -  ID -~ (R/ t -  IR) | R e ~ (Af t ) IX  1 ..... Xa] t,,mtxl ...... sl, lengthA(A//) 
= lengtht~(D/t- ID), and hence e(1) = lengthA(A/l) = lengtht~(D/t-ID) = 
e(t-~D). D' is the integral closure of D in (R,- i)e= D,-t = Q(D) (the ring 
of fractions of D). We recall some of the properties of the ring R'. 
For every P'e AssR,(R'/t-~R'), R'e, is a discrete valuation 
ring and P' n R = P (see, for example, [4]). (i.1) 
In particular, 
R' satisfies Serre's condition ($2), (1.2) 
because R',-, = A It, t -~] is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. 
For any s  I -ml ,  t -~ ,  xt is an R'-regular sequence; in 
particular, /"+ ~:x = P. (1.3) 
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By the remark below, AssR(t-"D'c~ R' / t - "R ' )  is contained in 
Assa(R ' / t - "R ' )  = AssR(R ' / t - IR ' ) .  Since AssR(R ' / t - IR  ') = {P' c~ R I P' 9 
AssR. (R ' / t - tR ' )}  = {P} and ( t - "D 'n  R ' / t - "R ' )e  = 0, we have t - "D 'n  
R ' / t - "R '  = 0; therefore t - "D '  n R' = t-"R',  and hence 
l "=t - "R '  c~A =t - "D '  c~A =I"D '  nA .  (1.4) 
Let V~ .... , Vr be the valuation rings corrcsponding to thc maximal ideals 
of D'. Then the above fact shows that, for z 9 A, 
z 9 I n r z 9 I" V i for every i. 
t - "R '  is contained in R if and only if t - "D '  is contained in D, {1.5) 
because AssR((R + t - "R ' ) /R )  is contained in {P}. 
Remark. Lct B be a noethcrian ring and M a finite B-module. Let x be 
an M-regular clcmcnt, and let L be a B-submodulc of M.~ containing M. 
Then AssB(L/M } is contained in Assa(M/xM ). 
Since R' /R  is a finitely generated and positively graded R-module, there 
exists a scqucncc of gradcd R-modules R'= L, ~ .. .  D Lo = R such that 
L i /L i _ l~- (R /P ) ( -k~)  for some prime ideals Pi and positive integers k,.. 
Each Pt contains P because t -  t 9 Pi. Therefore 
lengthD(D'/D) = # {i l P ,=  P}. 
PROPOSITION 4. (0) ~o(I) = ~o(t- lD)  = lengtho(D/ t - lD) .  
(1) ~1 (I) = ~, ( t - 'D)  = lengtho(D'/D). 
(2) gs(l) = ~( t - 'D)  = lengtho(t -~D'/( t - ID'  n D)). 
Proof  Let the notation be the same as that above. Choose a positive 
integer n so that D ~_ t -" -~D' .  Then we have 
l engtho(D/ t - " -  XD) = lengthD(D/ ( t - ' - ID '  n D)) = lengtho(D/t -~-  ~D') 
= !engtho(D ' / t - " - ID ' )  - lengtho(D'/D) 
= lcngtho(D' / t -  ID')(n + 1 ) -- lengthD(D'/D) 
= lengtho(D/ t - tD) (n  + 1 ) - lengtho(D'/D); 
therefore 
and 
~,( t - tD)  = lengthD(D'/D) 
gs(t - tD)  = length D( D'/D ) - length o(t -  ~ D/t - t D ) 
= lengthD( t - lD ' / ( t - lD 'n  D)). 
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Assertion (0) was proved above. (1) We first note that dim R/Pi= d if and 
only if P i -P ,  and that, for a fixed integer k, length,d[(R/P)(-k)]n+ ~)= 
("~_a T ~)+ lower degree terms. Therefore we have 
length a( A/1 n + i) 
= length,dAft,,+ 1) _ ~ lengthA( [Li/Li_ I In +1 ) 
i 
(n + 
= lengtha(A/I) \ d ) - ~ lengtha([(R/P,)e- ki)],,~, )
= lengtha(A/I) (n + d~ _ \ d ] ~ lengtha([(R/P)(-ki)],,+l) 
i: $.t. P i -  P 
+ lower degree terms 
=lengthA(A/ i ) (nd~_  ~ (n+d-  1) i: st. e, = e d -  1 + lower degree terms; 
hence ~l(l)=lengtho(D'/D). Finally, we must prove that length,dA/i)= 
lengtho(D/t-ID). Since R/t- IR ~- (A/I)[XI ..... Xa], this follows from 
i 
PROPOSITION 5. I" n I" + ~ = l"[ for every n >i O, i.e., t-  1R = (t- 1, D R. 
Proof As for the first assertion, see [4, Theorem 1] or [3-1. By defini- 
tion, an element at" e R belongs to t -  IR if and only if a E 1" c~ I" + ~ ( = I"D; 
therefore the two assertions are equivalent. 
COROLLARY 6 (to Proposition4). (0) g~(1)>~O. (I) ~( I )=0 if and 
only if I" + 1 = ini for ever)' n >10. 
Proof (0) This follows from (2) of Proposition4. (1 )gs (1)=0e-  
D ~_ t - ID '  <::- R ___ t - IR '  (because ASSR((t-IR'+ R)/R) is contained in {P} 
by the above remark)~I"_~P +~ for every n>~Ocz'I"+'=ln[ for every 
n >10 (by Proposition 5). 
The above corollary is also a corollary to Theorem 2. For the rest of this 
section, we give some remarks on integral closures of ideals, all of which 
are well known (and can be proved easily). 
For an m-primary ideal Q in A, 0A" ;  therefore 
A ^  | R'=R'(A  ^ , QA "). (1.6) 
Let T=(T~ ..... T,) be indeterminates and S a multi- 
plicative subset of a ring B. Then, for an ideal Q in B, 
OB(T) = QB(T) and QBs = QBs; therefore B(T)| R'= 
R'(B(T), QB(T)) and Bs| n R'= R'(B s, aBs). (1.7) 
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In particular, if I is a parameter ideal for A, then 
~,( I )  = ~,( IA (T ) )  = ~, ( IA  ^ ). (1.8) 
2. PROOF OF TtlEOREM 1, AND ~1(I) 
In this section, we denote by (A, nt) an analytically unramified, Cohen- 
Macaulay local ring of dimension d>~ 2. Assume that A/m is infinite. Let I 
be a parameter ideal for A. As in Section 1, we put R=R(A, I ) ,  
R'= R'(A, 1), P = (t -j, m), D = R e, and D '= R~, for simplicity. Let no be 
the maximal ideal of D. We first prove the following 
LEMMA 7. Choose a system of minimal generators xl,  ..., Xe of I, and put 
B=A[x i /x2] .  Let h: B~D be a canonical homomorphism which maps 
x~/x2 to x~ t/x2t. Then 
(0) n~,nB=m[x~/x2]. 
Here we pitt C = B,,,tx,/_,21 and J = IC. Then 
(I) J" n A = l" for every n >~ O, 
(2) Y= iC, aml 
(3) I"~I"+r for every n>~O if and only if J"~_Jn+~ for ever)' n>~O. 
Proof Assertion (0) clearly holds, because x~t/x2 t in D/n o is algebrai- 
cally independent over A/m; hence (1) follows from (1.4). (2) It is sufficient 
to show that I--B=IB. Let z be an element of IB, and write z=f /x~ 
with fe  (xl,x2)'; then f E(Xl,X2) ,c~(A n (IB) ,+ l )=(x l ,x2) ,c~P+l  = 
(x~,x2)' i  (by  [4, Proposition6]), and hence z~iB.  Thus IB~_IB, and 
therefore IB=IB. (3) Let S be the Rees ring R(C, (x2 ..... xd)C) and Q 
the unique minimal prime ideal of t- IS.  Since R(A, I ) [ I /x3t ]= 
R(B, (x2 ..... xd)B)[I/x2t], we have Re=So.  Since B and C are analyti- 
cally unramified by a theorem of Rees, the assertion follows from (1.5). 
Note here that B mr.~/.~2] = A (T)/(x2 T-  x~) A (T), where T is an indeter- 
minate and A(T) = A[T],,,Er ]- 
THEOREM I. There exists a system of generators x 1, ..., x a of I sitch that, 
if we pitt C= A(T)/(ZixiTa) and J= IC, where A(T) = A[T], ,cr  ] with 
T= ( Ti ..... Td) d indeterminates, then 
(I') J'--SnA =I~ for ever)' n~>0; 
(2) Y= iC; 
(3) J "=I"C~-I"A(T) / (~,x~T~)I" - tA(T) for  all large n; 
(4) C is normal if A is analytically normal and dim A >13. 
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Proof. Let x~ ..... x a be a system of minimal generators of L We 
put B=A.(T)/(Y'.~<~;~axiT~). Applying Lemma7 to A(T~ ..... Ta-1), 
- -Z I~i~d- I  xiT~, xa, Ta for A, x l ,x2 ,  T, we have PBnA =/7' for every 
n and [B = I-B. 
Let d~ be the derivation d/aT~ on A(T)[t , t -~].  Then d; maps 
R"=A(T) |  R' (=R'(A(T),  IA(T)) into R". So d~ can be considered as a 
derivation on R". Let ai be elements of A. Since di(~. I ~ ~<~ d a~x~ T~t) = a~x~t 
is basic at prime ideals Q in R" with a~xitq~Q, we have 
Zl  <~;<~d aaxiT~t (~ Q~2j for every prime ideal Q in R" with alxlt ~. Q for some 
i (e.g., [1, Lemma 2.2"1). Therefore if we choose al so that a;EA*, then 
Zl  ~ i<~ d a;x;T~t (~ Q~2~ for any prime ideal Q ~ Spec(R") - V(lt). 
We put S '=A(T)^|  ' (=R ' (A(T )^, IA (T ) " ) ) .  Since A(T)" is 
excellent, Reg(Spec(S')) is a non-empty open subset (e.g., ['6, Chap. 13]). 
Let E~ be the set of minimal elements of non-Reg(Spec(S'))c~ 
(Spec(S') -V(S'+))n V(t-l). El is a finite set. Since S' satisfies Serre's 
t r~  condition ($2), the set E2= {Q'~Spec(S') I depth SQ,=2, htQ ~..3, and 
Q'~ (t -~, S'+)S'} is a finite set [1, Lemma 3.2]. Let E3 be the set of height 
one prime ideal Q in S' such that S~ is not a discrete valuation ring. E 3 
is also a finite set. Since Aim is infinite, there exists an infinite subset IV of 
A* such that a -b  is a unit in A for all aytb in, IF. Then the set IV*= 
{x t T~ + ax 2 T2 + "" + a a- ~xaTa [ a~ IV} is also infinite. Suppose that 
there exists Q~E~uE 2UE 3 such that Q contains d elements 
xlT~ +a~xzT2+ ... +ad-~xaTa, i= l,...,d, of IV*, where a i r  ~ if i~ j .  
Since det(a/-~) (=l-I~>a (a~-aj)) is a unit in A, x~T~ ..... xaTa~Q, and 
hence Q ~_ S'+ and ht Q/> d; therefore Q ~ Ez, and in particular t-~ r Q. 
Since S' , -~=A(T)^[t , t  -~] is Cohen-Macaulay, so is S~. This is a 
contradiction. Therefore there exists an element z of IV* such that z does 
not belong to any Q' in E~ ~ E2 ~ E3. 
Let Q be a prime divisor of ztS'. Since S' satisfies (S~), ht Q = 1; hence 
S~, is a discrete valuation ring and, as we remarked above, zt ~ Q~2~. This 
shows that H = S'/ztS' is reduced; hence 11,-, = A(T)^/zA(T)  ^[t, t -~ ] is 
also reduced. In particular, A( T) ^  /zA( T) ^  is reduced. Let Q be a prime 
divisor of ( t -~,zt)S ' such that Q~Spec(R")-V( l t ) .  Since depth S~=2,  
ht Q must be 2. Suppose that S~ is not regular. Let Q' be a height one 
prime ideal in S' such that Q_~ Q' and t - I~  Q'. Then, as we remarked in 
Section I, S~. is a discrete valuation ring. Hence Q ~ E~, a contradiction. 
Therefore S~ is regular. Since zt (~ Q~, S'e/ztS' e is a discrete valuation ring. 
By (1.3), t - t - i s  regular on H=S'/ztS' ,  and hence H is contained in 
H,-, = A(T)  ^ /zA(T)  ^ [t, t-~]. Let H' be the integral closure of H in 1t,-~. 
We have just proved that, for any Q ~Asss,(H/t-~H), if Q ~ (t -~, S'+)S', 
then (H'/tt)o=O:. Therefore dim Supp(lt ' /t l)=O. We then put C= 
A(T)/zA(T) for simplicity. Since H=~. I "C^t  ~ and H'=~I"C^t  ", 
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dim Supp(H'/H)=O implies that there exists an integer no such that 
PC ^  = I"C ^  ~ I" A (T) ^ /zl n - ~ A (T) ^  for all n >/no. Therefore P C = I"C 
-P'A(T)/zI~-IA(T) for all n >/no. 
We now consider the case where A ^ is normal. Since E4 = {Q [ ht Q =2 
and S~ is not regular} is a finite set, we can choose z=ZiaixiTi  so that, 
in addition, zt=Zlaix~TtCQ for every Q~E4. It is now clear that H 
satisfies Serre's condition (R~), and so H' is normal; in particular, C is 
normal. This completes the proof of Theorem I. 
COROLLARY 8. With the same notation as that hi TI1eorem 1, we have the 
following assertions. 
(1) ~(l)=~(J)  for ever)' i<~d- I; 
(2) g~(I)= gM); 
(3)___I2A(T)/I[A(T)__is a submodule of j2/j j, its particular 
length a(I2/Ii) <~ lengthc(JZ/JJ). 
(4) I ~+~ is contained its I" for ever)' n>~O if and only if j,+r is 
contahled in J" for ever), n >10. 
Proof We put z=Zix~Ti for simplicity. Assertions (1) and (2) follow 
from Theorem 1. (3) It is enough to show that IZA(T)r~(I[,z)A(T)= 
IIA(T). IZA(T) ~ (I], z)A(T) = IiA(T)'+ I2A(T) c~ zA(T) = IIA(T) + 
IA(T)z = HA(T). Assertion (4) follows from Lemma 7(3). 
It is known that if dim A = 2, then 
'engtha(A/l"* ') : lengthA(A/l)(n22)-(r~olengthA(l '+l/ l~))(nT 1  
+ ~ lengtha(i "+' / l~)r  (2.1) 
r:~l 
for all large n. (Compare [3, Remarks 4.2, 4.31.) Therefore by induction on 
d= dim A, we have 
COROLLARY 9. ~2(I)>1 g~(1). 
As proved in [4, Proposition 10], 
lengtha(A//" +1) ~< lengtha(A/P- ~i2) 
/n  + d~ 
= lengtha(AIl) [ d ) -  (lengtha(i/l) 
+ lengtha(12--/Ii)) ( n+ d-d-1 1) 
+ lengtha(12--/I[) (" +d-2d- 2"~] (2.2) 
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for all n. Therefore 
~( I) >1 length,4( i/I) + length A( I2/ID, 
i.e., 
~,~(I) = ~(I) --lengthA(i/l) >1 length A( I2/Ii). 
We give here the proof of (1) in Theorem 2. 
B 
PROPOSITION 10. (1) oas(I) l>lengthA(12/ID . 
(2) ~s(I) = lengthA(IZ/ID if and only if/" + 2 ~_ /"12 for ever), n >10. 
Proof Assertion (1) was proved above. (2) We may assume that A/nt 
is infinite by (1.7) and (1.8). We use induction on d=dim A. If d=2,  the 
assertion clearly holds. So assume that d> 2. "if" part follows from (2.2). 
The "only if" part: Choose a system of generators x~ ..... xa of I satisfying 
the conditions of Theorem 1, and put z=ZixiTi ,  C=A(T)/zA(T), and 
J=IC. Since lengthA(12/ID <<, lengthc(J2/JY) ~< ~( J )  = ~(1) by Corollary 8, 
we have lengthc(J2/JJ)= ~(J )  and j2= I2C. Thus jn+~=jnj2 for every 
n>~0 by our induction_ hypothesis. Therefore /"+2A(T)=/"+2A(T) is 
contained_ in /"I2A(T)+z__A(T), and hence /"+2A(T)=I"+2A(T)c~ 
(/"I2A(T) + zA(T)) = /"I2A(T) + I"+2A(T).___~ zA(T) = /"-~A(T) + 
z1"+~A(T). We shall now prove that /"+z= I"12" for every n>~0 by the 
induction on n. If n = 0, the_assertion clear!y holds. So assume n> 0. Since 
/"+2A(T) is contained in / " I2A(T)+z l  "+ ~A(T), our induction hypothesis 
implies that /"+tA(T) is contained in/" - I I2A(T) .  Therefore/.+ZA(T)= 
/.I2A(T), and hence 1"+2=/.12. 
As we remarked in [4, Proposition 3], 
i f /"  + 2 =/.12 for every n/> 0, then G = R'/t- IR' is Cohen- 
Macaulay. 
Since 
lengtha(A//. +,) = lengtha(A//" +1)_ 
O<~r<~n 
and 
(2.3) 
lengthA( /"-;F + ' 1 I  ' , - r  + 17;) 
m 
Iength a(I"- ' I"  + t/1"-, + tit) 
~< lengtha((F +~/H r) | (/"-']I .... + ~)) 
=lengtha(Zr+'/llr)( n - r  +d-1  
=lengthA(F+'/H')(( n+d-1)d-1 - r  (n+d-2))d_2 
-I-lower degree terms, 
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we have 
i.e., 
~i(I) ~< ~ lengthA(I "+ ' l l I '),  
r~O 
g~(1) = ~,(I) - iengthA([/l) <<. ~ lengthA(l "+ I/IIr). 
r~l 
PROPOSITION 1 1. (1) g,(I) ~< ~,>. I lengthA( F+ l/IF) 9 
(2) I f  depth~R' >i d, where M = (t - l , I t )R ,  then g,s(1) = 
Z,~> l lengthA( I'+ I~ H') and 02(1) = Z,~> l iengthA( I'+ l/H') r. 
Proof Assertion (1) was proved above. (2) We use induction on 
d=dim A. If d=2,  the assertion follows from (2.1). So assume that d~>3. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that A/m is infinite by (1.7) and 
(1.8). Choose a system of generators xi ..... xa satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 1, and put z=Zix iT i ,  C=A(T) /zA(T) ,  and J= IC .  We 
put H=~I"Ct"  and F '=~I"Ct" .  Since I "C~-( I" ,z)A(T)/zA(T)_~ 
I"A(T)/ ( I"A(T)c~zA(T))~- I"A(T)/z I~-LA(T) ,  we have H~-R ' |  
z tR 'QAA(T) .  Therefore depth wt t>~depthMR' - I  >/2, where M '= 
MR|  A(T), and hence t I lw(H ) =0. Since dim F ' /H=O by Theorem 1(3), 
we have an exact sequence of local cohomology modules: (0 =) / t ] r (F ' )  --* 
F'/H--, _H~w(H) (=0). Therefore t t= F'; hence I "C=I"C  (=J")  for every 
n, and depth F' >/d -  1. Then we have 
j ,+  l / j  j ,  = i ,+ . A(T) I ( I ,+ ' A(T)  n ( I FA(T)  + zA(T)))  
= I "+ 'A(T) I ( I I 'A(T)  + I "+ I A(T) n zA(T)) 
= I "+ 'A (T ) I ( I I 'A (T )  + FA(T)z )  
=I '+ i A(T)I( I I 'A(T)),  
and hence lengthc(Y + l l j j , )=  lengthA(ir+ IIHr). Therefore it follows from 
Corollary 8 and the induction hypothesis that 
and 
gs(1) = gs(J) = ~ lengthc(Y + i l j j r )  ~-. Z lengthA( I'+ l~ IF) 
r~>l r~ l  
62(IJ = e2(J) = ~ lengthc( J '+ l / j j r )  r : 2 lengthA( F+ l/ l l ') r" 
r~ l  r>~i 
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3. e2(I) 
In this section, we give the proof of (2) in Theorem 2. By Corollary 9, the 
assertion remaining to be proved is the following 
PROPOSITION 12. e2(1) = ~(I) i fond only t f I  ~+2 = l"12for ever), n ~ 0. 
The "If" part of the above proposition clearly holds by (2.2). To prove 
the "only if" part, we need some preliminaries; we shall give the proof in 
the last part of this section. 
Let (A, m) be an analytically unramified, Cohen-Macaulay local ring of 
dimension d~2 and I a parameter ideal for A. We put R=R(A, I) ,  
R'=R' (A , I ) ,  M=(t  -~, It)R, and N=ItR .  We quote some results from 
1-4]. 
PROPOSITION 13. (1) _/-/~ 
(2) _H]t(R')j=O for j<~ O. 
(3) Let xl .... , Xd be a system of mhzhnal generators of L Then the 
natural exact sequence of ~ech-complexes 
0 --* C(xl ..... Xd; A ) [ t , / -1 ]  ~ C(t- l ,  x l t  ..... xat; R') 
--+ C(Xl t ..... x at; R') ~ 0 
gives isomorphisms 
U~,(R') --, U'~(R'), i= O, l ..... ,1-  l 
and an exact sequence 
0 ~ _HaM(R ') ~ l_ta(R ') ~ Ha(A )It, t -1] ~_HMa+~ (R')~0.  
Proof. Assertion (1) follows from (1.3). (2) See [4, Theorem 2]. (3) See 
I-4, Appendix 2]. 
LEMMA 14. Let r be a non-negative htteger, and assume that t_t%(R')j = 0 
for i + j = r + 1. Then 
(1) t_t~(R')j=O for i+j>~r+ 1, and 
I .  - -  
(2) P+'=I"F  for every n>~O. 
m 
Proof. We put R'~o=Z,~o l " t  ". Then by Proposition l3, we have 
0 t 1 t ~ 1 , 1 i i t 
= _HI , ,~(R ~o)  = /_/lv(R )=_Hu(R )=0, HI, R(R~o)j tt~r )j for j>/0, and 
/-/%(R') for i>~2. Thus the assertions follow from [8, Theorem 2]. 
481/150/ I -8  
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LEMMA 15. I f  I" + 9 = Inl r for ever)' n >~ 0, then a , HN(R ) ,+ l_a=0.  
Proof H~(R') can be calculated by (~ech complex: 
I-I ' T 'R~,  ..... ~, ,0 .  ) Rx l t . . . (x i t )^  . . . . ra t  
i 
Let z = at 9 + ' - a+,a/( x, t . . .  xat)" be an element of R' with degree 
.'c I t - 9 9 Xd  t 
r+ l -d .  Then a~F+l--d+ml__ll--d+nd-lT__ = (X 1" ..... Xd)in r+ l - -d+nd- -n  (see 
the remark below); therefore z belong~ to Image f Thus we have 
d i ttzv(R ) ,+ i -a=0.  
m 
COROLLARY 16. Let r be either 1 or 2. Then l"+'=l" I r  for ever), n>~O 
if and only if i ' _ _  _HN(R ) j -O  for i+j>_.r+ 1. 
Proof By Lemma 14, it is sufficient o show the "only if" part. Assume 
that / "+ '=/" I "  for every n>~0. Since R' is a Cohen-Macaulay ring 
(c f . (2 .3) ) ,  i , HN(R )=0 for i<d,  and by the above lemma, a , tt~(R ),+l_a=O. 
Therefore the assertion follows from Lemma 14. 
Remark. In the proof of Lemma 15, we used the fact that 
l l -a+na= (x~ ..... x ] ) l  l -a+.a- . .  This follows from an easy fact: If i I ..... i a 
are non-negative integers with i~ + ... + ia>~ 1 - d+ rid, then i l />n for 
some j. 
Remark. Assume that d~>3. Choose a system of generators x, ..... Xa 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem l, and put z=Y~ixiT~, C= 
A(T)/zA(T), J= IC ,  S=A(T) |  (=R(A(T) , IA(T)) ) ,  S '=A(T) |  
(=R'(A(T) , IA(T)) ) ,  N '= I tS ,  M '=( t - t ,  I t )S ', r=s] t - tS  (=R(C, J ) ) ,  
and F'  = ~ PCt"  (= R'(C, J)). Since A ~ A(T)  is faithfully flat, it is known 
that 
O~, , (R ' )= ; ' UM.(s  ). 
Since dim F'/(S'/ztS') = 0, we have 
U],.(S' /ztS')= F'/(S'/ztS') and U~t.(S'/ztS')= H~t.(F') 
The exact sequence 0 --. S'(--  1) 
sequefice 
(3A) 
for i>~2. 
(3.2) 
:t, S' --* S'/ztS' --* 0 induces a long exact 
9 . , _14'~7.~(S'/ztS ') , U~, . ( s ' ( -1 ) )  : ' ,  U~, . ( s ' )  
, y '~ , . (S ' / z tS ' )  , . . . .  (3.3) 
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Similarly, 
_H~(R') = H~,,(S'), 
I__PN,(S'/ztS') = V'/(S' /ztS')  and ~ ' - ' _Hu.(S/,tS )=  _H~,,.(F') 
(3.1') 
for i~>2 
(3.2') 
and there exists a long exact sequence 
I t l iN- I (S ' /T .  IS  t) ' t t iN , (S ' (  - -  1) ) "  --t I _HN,(SI ,) 
, l l~ , , (S ' / z tS ' )  , . . . .  (3.3') 
As we remarked in Proposit ion 13, _HIw(S')= _l-Pu.(S' ) for i<~d-1 .  
PROPOSITION 17. Assume that d>~3. Choose a system of generators 
xl  ..... Xd satisfyhlg the conditions of  Theorem l, attd put z=Y~x~T~, 
C = A (T)/zA (T) and J = IC. I f  J" + 2 = j , , j2 for every n >1 O, then I ~ + 2 = I"I2 
for ever)' n >10. 
Proof We use the same notation as that in the above remark. Assume 
that j,,+ z=j , , j2  for every n~>0. Since F '  is a Cohen-Macau lay  ring of 
d imens iond (cf.(2.3)), i -, _ i , t_tw(P ) -HM. (F )=O for i~<d-2 ,  and by 
Corol lary 16, our assumption implies tjau-; I (F') j  = 0 for j>~ 4- -  d; hence it 
follows from (3.2') and Corol lary 16 that t_tlu.(S'/ztS')t= [F ' / (S ' /ztS' ) ] l  
(=0 by Theorem 1(2)), _H%,(S'/ztS')=O for i=2  ..... d -2 ,  and 
l_lau7 I(S'/ztS')s=O for every j>~4-  d. We shall now prove that/_t~v.(S')s = 0 
for i+j>~3. By Proposit ion l3( l ) ,  (3), _H~ and 
I t~.(S' )  = _H]r(S'); hence by Proposit ion 13(2), _Hu.(sZ ,)o = _H.w(S2 ,)o=0" 
By (3.3'), we have an exact sequence (0=) /_ /~, . (S ' ( -1 ) ) l  : ' ,  lt2u,(S')l 
_H~,(S'/ztS')l (=0) ;  hence _H~v,(S')l =0 .  Let i be an integer with 3<~i<~d. 
For every j>~3- i ,  ~ , _ i , =, tt  N.( S (-- 1 ' ~ ' ( L tu (S)s - )  ))s+, f-tw(S )j + I is injec- 
l , , =0 .  Since every element of I_Pu.(S' ) is tive, because _H~v= (S /z tS )s+l  
annihilated by some power ofzt ,  i , Hu.(S  )j must be 0. Hence by Lemma 14, 
the assertion follows. 
Proof of  "only if" part of  Proposition 12. We use the induction on 
d=dimA.  If d=2,  then by (2.1), the assertion holds. Assume now that 
d>~ 3. Choose a system of generators Xl ..... Xd satisfying the condition of 
Theorem 1, and put z = ~ i  xiT~, C = A(T) /zA(T)  and J=  IC. Since E2(J) = 
g~(J) by Corol lary 8, J" § 2 = j , j 2  for every n 1> 0; hence by Proposit ion 17, 
/,, + 2 = 1-,12 for every n/> 0. 
Therefore the proof of  (2) hz Theorem 2 is also complete. 
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4. e3(1) 
)ks in Section3, let (A, nt) be an analytically unramified, Cohen- 
Macaulay local ring of dimension d>~ 3 and I a parameter ideal for A. We 
put R = R(A, 1), M = (t - I ,  I t)R, N= ItR, and R '= R'(A, I) for simplicity. 
i t - -  i ,' - -  By Propositionl3, _HN(R)-_HM(R)- -O for i=O, l ,  and, as we 
remarked in [4, Appendix 2], t t~(R ' ) .=  l t i - l (X ,  Or(n)) for i>~2, where 
X= Proj(R'~o). Hence lengthA(_H~,(R').) is finite. For every n, we then put 
f (n )  ~ ( -  1)" ' ' = length.d_H~(R ).). 
i 
It follows from the exact sequence 0--*R'(I) (=t- IR ' ) - - - ,R ' - -*R ' / t -~R ' 
(=G')--*0 that F (n+l ) - -F (n)=-Z~( - l ) " lengtha(H~v(G' ) , , ) .  We put 
Y= Proj(G'). It is known that h(n)= Zi  (- l); length.dH~(Y, d)r(n))) is a 
polynomial in n and h(n)=lengtha(G',,)-Y~i(-l)~lengthA(tt~(G'),) 9 
Therefore h(n) = lengtha(A/I "+ ~) -  lengthA(A/P) + F(n + 1) - F(n), and 
hence Zo<,, <, h(m) = lengtha(A/P + i) + F(n + 1 ) - F(0). (See, for example, 
[9, Sect. 3].) This shows that 
( - l )a~a(1)=F(O)=~(- l ) ' l engthA( t_ t~(R ' )o ) .  (4.1) 
i 
If d= 3, then ~3(I) = lengtha(/_t3s(R')o) = length.~(H2(X, (gx)) >10, because 
2 r 2 , _HN(R )o = _HM(R )o=0 by Proposition 13(2). Therefore by Corollary 8, 
~3(I) >~ 0. (4.2) 
This proves the first part of assertion (1) in Theorem 3. It is then natural 
to ask when ~3(I)= 0. 
It follows from Proposition 13 that there exists a canonical graded 
homomorphism c~: _HaN(R ') ~ H~(A)[t ,  t - I ] .  We denote by ~i the graded 
part of degree j of c~. Then we have 
LEMMA 18. C~j=0 (i.e., ,t , _ HM(R )i - _HaN(R')I) if  attd ottO' if 1" ~_ I" + d- ,  +i 
for ever)' n >10. 
Proof. Let x I ..... Xa be a system of minimal generators of I. We have a 
natural morphism of ~ech complexes and its cohomologies: 
~,, , , ,^  ~,  , [R~,  . . . . . .  , , ] j  , UAR )j ,0  
1 . . . . .  . . . .  1 1 P, ~J (4.3) f 
F1,4.~,. . . , .~,,  . . . . . .  , , .4x, ..... , , n .~, ( .4 )  ,0  
i 
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Rr  "If" part. Let z=at / / (x l . . . xa ) "  be an element of [ x,, .... a,]j; hence 
a ~ I"a+j. By our assumption, I"a+j is contained in I"a+j- (a- ~ +j) and, as we 
remarked in Section 3, I"a+j- (a- ~ § is contained in (x7 ..... x]). Therefore 
we have f l j(z)~ Imagef  This shows that ctj= 0. 
"Only if" part (see [5]). Since 
r = N (x? .... , xT), 
Cl+ --- +cd=n+d-- I  
it is suMcient to show that I"+a-~+j is contained in (x]' ..... x~a ~) for all 
integers c`.>~0 with C l+- - -+cu=n+d-1 .  Let a be an element of 
1 "+a-~+j, and let c,. (I>0) be integers with Cl + ... +Ca=n+d - 1. Since 
z =atJ/x~t ' -..x,~E [R~,, ..... a,]j, we have Bj(z)~ Image f Therefore we can 
write a/x~'. 9 9 x a~-- (Z  a`.x[)/(xl . . ,  xa) s for some s 1> max{c,- [ i=  1, ..., d}. It 
then follows from axe-  c,. . .  X~d- ~, = Z a`.x[ that a ~ (x~ t, ..., x,~"). This proves 
the assertion. 
Proof of  Theorem 3. (1) By Corollary8, we may assume that 
d=d imA=3.  Then the assertion follows from (4.2) and Lemma 18. (2) 
This follows from the following proposition. 
PROPOSmON 19. Assume that A is a Gorensteh~,local rhlg attd I 2 ~ Ii. I f  
i .+ 2 and m/TM are contahwd fit 1" for ever), n >1 O, then lengthA(IZ/I i )= 1 
attd I" + 2 = 1412 for ever), n >10. 
Proof Since I" ~_ mi" + 1, we have ( l " :m)/ i"  ~_ (I ~+ 1 + i . ) ] i  ~ = I"+ l/i"Z 
and hence lengthA(/'+ l / i"i) <<. lengthA( l" :m)/ i")  = ( " -  l + a- l a- i  ), because A 
is Gorenstein. Therefore 
length A( A/I" + t) 
= lengthi(A/1 ~+ 1) _ lengthA(I"[/I" + ~) -- lengthA(I" + ~/r'i) 
<~lengthA(A/l)(nd~.-lengthA([/I)fn+d-1)-(n-ld+d-1)\ d - I  -1  
<~lengtha(A / l ) (nd~_( lengthA( [ / i )+ l ) (n+d- - l~  (n+d-2~ 
d- I  1 - \  d -2  )" 
(We have proved in [4, Proposition l0] that lengthA((I"///~+~)= 
lengthA([/l)("~d__7~).) Therefore it follows from (2.2) that lengtha(7~///)= I 
_and 
lengthA(A/I" + ~) 
=lengthA(A/I)(ndd)-(lengthA([/I)+l')~/n+d-1)+(n+d-2);d_l , \ d -2  
hence by [4, Proposition 10], we have/"+~ =I" -~I  z. 
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5. REMARKS 
As in the above section, let (A, m) be an analytically unramified, Cohen- 
Macaulay local ring of dimension d >_- 2 and I a parameter ideal for A. We 
put R= R(A, I), 3t = (t -~, It)R, N = ItR, and R' = R'(A, I)for simplicity. 
It is natural to ask whether assertion(2) in Theorem 3 is true for any 
parameter ideals. 
Conjecture. Assume that A is Gorenstein and d=dimA>~3.  Then 
(3(I) = 0 if and only if I" + 2 = 17,12 for every n/> 0. 
Assume that d=3 and (3( I)=0: By Corollary l6, if _H~t(R')! 
(=/72.(R')1)=0, then 1"+2=1"12 for every n~>0. 
Assume that d~> 3, and choose a system ofgenerators Xl ..... xdsatisfying 
the conditions of Theorem 1. Here we put z = ~ix~T~, C = A(T)/ 
zA(T), J=  IC, S= A(T) | R (= R(A(T), IA(T))), S' = A(T) | R' 
(= R'(A(T), IA(T))), N '= ItS, 31'= (t -~, It)S', F= S/ztS (= R(C, J)), and 
F' = ~ l"Ct" (= R'(C, J)). If J" + 2 = j , j2  for every n/> 0, then F'  is Cohen- 
Macaulay. 
Therefore we can give an alternative proof of Proposition 17 by using 
Corollary 16 and the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 20. With the same notation as that above, let s be an 
h~teger such that d>>.s>~2. Then _H~t,(F')=O for ever), i<<.s if and only if 
_H~t(R') = 0 for ever), i<~s + I. hi particular, F' is Cohen-Macaulay if and 
o110' if S' is. 
Proof "Only if" part. Since dim F'/(S'/ztS')=0, H~r(S'/ztS' ) =0 for 
every i with 2 ~< i ~< s. Therefore the exact sequence 
0 ,S ' ( -1 )  :t S' ,S' /ztS'  ,0  
gives a surjective homomorphism _H]r(S'(- 1)) --~ t_t],,(S ') (.--} _HZr(S'/ztS ')
= 0) and injective homomorphisms (0= _Hi~7)(S'/ztS ') --. ) t_t~r(S' ( -  1 )) --% 
_H~,,(S'), i=3  ..... s+ 1. Since _H],,(S')j=0 for j~<0, we have _H]r(S')=0; 
and since zt E M', we have _H~r(S' ) = 0 for i=  3 ..... s + 1. Thus _H~t(R' ) = 0 
for every i ~< s + 1. 
"/f" part. By the above sequence, we have tt~r(S'/ztS')=O for i<~s. 
Since dim F'/(S'/ztS")=O, F'(S'/ztS")=_H~t,(S'/ztS')=O , and hence 
F' =S'/ztS'. This completes the proof. 
NORMAl, HILBERT POLYNOMIALS 
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